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We are an event management company specialising in extraordinary experiences. We have 

our own venue, in-house catering service, experience design agency, escape rooms and a long 

record of happy clients. 

 

VENUE (#ljubljana #eco-chic #vintage #upcycle #400people) 

  

 

 

 

CATERING (#interactive # creative #seasonal #km0) 

                                     
 

 

 

EXPERIENCE DESIGN (#ready-made programs #bespoke events #live experience design) 

We have an in-house event&experience design agency that specializes in 

extraordinary events. We offer more than 50 ready-made 

experiental programs for groups and we also create custom made 

solutions for event marketing projects, evening shows, inspirational events, 

team buildings, live themed parties and gamified events. We design experiences 

on the basis of our own Live Experience Design methodology 
(www.orehovgaj.si/lxd).        

Our own in-house catering service supports the Walnut grove venue and 
travels to anywhere a client needs us. We are known for flexibility, 

interactive culinary programs, show cooking, relaxed energy, 

creativity, super friendly staff and professional attitude. Call us if you want 

catering with a story – we come with a lot of attractive eco-friendly 

furniture and interesting gadgets that will engage your guests at the event. 

Recommended ready-made experiental events: Slovenian food 

market and Street food competition!  

The Walnut Grove venue has an amazing location in Slovenia's capital, 

Ljubljana. Since it is located just 2km from the main commercial 

district of Ljubljana, its natural and countryside feeling comes as 

complete suprise to an unknowing guest. The main attraction of the venue 

is its eco-chic & vintage ambience. As a former horse ranch 

the venue has several farm buildings (500m2 in total) that have been up-

cycled and re-polished in our unique style. We organise all 
sorts of educational, business, social and other events, including weddings, 

garden parties and conferences for up to 400 people. 



 

More information: www.orehovgaj.si/walnutgrove, info@orehovgaj.si; 030 691 109 

THEMATIC 90 MIN SHOWS (#ready-made #interactive #engaging #fun #education) 

 

1) 100% SLOVENIAN STAND-UP SHOW – a modern approach to a Slovenian evening event 

Summary: Did you know that Slovenians own the most tractors per capita in the 
world?  100% SLOVENIAN is multimedia comedy event which is hosted by Janez - a 
very typical Slovenian. Janez is a colorful and funny character (stand-up comedian) 
that will take you on the voyage through the country and its peculiarities and tell you 
many interesting facts, stories, legends and jokes about Slovenia and its inhabitants.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #Slovenia #stand-up comedy #quiz #games #puzzles  #fun  

 

 

2) MY MICRO BREWERY-  entertainment »show« with beer tasting 
Summary: Craft beer is fashionable and Slovenia produces a lot of good beer. This 
fun program is a combination of a basic beer brewing workshop, beer tasting and an 
evening show based on a friendly quiz competition. Be careful! There is a clear and 
present danger that your guests will fall in love with Slovenian craft beer even if they 
are not beer drinkers at all.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #beer #quiz #puzzles  #fun  
 

 

3) MY WINE CELLAR  - evening entertainment »show« with wine tasting 

Summary: Slovenia is a land of high quality wine. This fun program is NOT an evening 
with a sommelier talking about a taste of blueberry and a hint of oak in a glass of 
wine. It is a unique combination of a comedy show, wine tasting, a friendly quiz 
competition and a “virtual” trip through Slovenia. Be careful! Your guests might fall 
in love with Slovenian wines even if they are all 100% beer drinkers.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #wine #quiz #comedy #puzzles  #fun  

 

 

4) THE SPIRIT OF SLOVENIA -  entertainment »show« with spirit tasting 

Summary: Slovenia is known for its spirits. This fun program is NOT a heavy drinking 
program that will make everybody crazy. It is a unique combination of a comedy 
show, spirit tasting, a friendly quiz competition and a “virtual” trip through Slovenia 
and its spirits. Be careful! Your guests might fall in love with Slovenian spirits even if 
they have never drunk anything powerful before. 

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #spirits #quiz #comedy #puzzles  #fun  

 

 

 



 

More information: www.orehovgaj.si/walnutgrove, info@orehovgaj.si; 030 691 109 

INTERACTIVE CULINARY EXPERIENCES (#foodmarket #street food #foodies) 

 

1) TEAM COOKING – The taste of team work 

Summary: Our in-house catering team specializes in interactive culinary programs, 
in which guests co-create the cooking and dining experience. We specialize in 
healthy, local, creative cooking. We love the concept of the outdoor kitchen and we 
adore interesting gadgets – from top-notch Weber grills to American smokers, cast 
iron pans, old military kitchens and Bosnian “sač” cooking concepts.  
Key numbers:  90-240 minutes, 10 - 40 people 

Key words: #team cooking #collaboration #Slovenian food #local ingredients  
 

 

 

2) SLOVENIAN FOOD MARKET – Gamified culinary voyage through Slovenia 

Summary: This is an event that is best suited for our venue, The Walnut Grove, but 
can be organized anywhere. In comparison with TEAM COOKING, this program is 
shorter and more relaxed, since you are not under the pressure to actually cook 
something edible. Guest can travel from stand to stand, learning new skills from our 
chefs, get their hands dirty (only if they want) and taste dishes of their choosing.  

Key numbers:  90-180 minutes, 50 - 400 people 

Key words: #show cooking #Slovenian food #local ingredients #gamified 
 

 

3) STREET FOOD COMPETITION – Become a street food artist for a day 

Summary: Pick the right recipe for a cool Slovenian dish, add your creativity, buy the 

right ingredients from local producers, set-up and decorate your street food stall 

and make your culinary magic. Your task is to prepare interesting street food dishes, 

find the locals that are willing to try it and earn as many social media “likes” for your 

team as possible. 

Key numbers:  120-180 minutes, 50 - 400 people 

Key words: #show cooking #Slovenian food #local ingredients #gamified #team 
cooking  

 

  

4) ECO-CULINARY ADVENTURES – A geo-location cooking adventure (several locations) 

Summary: This is a combination of a geo-location game (findind local producers), 

interacting with locals (as in street food program), discovering the final location and 

team cooking. This program can be organised in several Slovenian regions, such as 

Istria (sea, vineyards, hills), Dolenjska, Kras and Štajerska (vineyards and hills). 

Key numbers:  120-180 minutes, 50 - 400 people 

Key words: #show cooking #Slovenian food #local ingredients  #gamified #team 
cooking  

 



 

More information: www.orehovgaj.si/walnutgrove, info@orehovgaj.si; 030 691 109 

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES (#theme parties # murder myster # larp #escape) 

 

1) THEME PARTIES - Fancy dress, games and a lot of fun 

Summary: This program, which is best played in a privatized hotel or restaurant, is 

easy and fun for the participants. The games are mostly off-stage and non-invasive 

(exhibition system). Thus, player types can have an intensive experience, while the 

no-players will have fun observing, eating and drinking. 1920s and Casino theme are 

the most popular, but we organize superb theme events on many other themes.  

Key numbers:  180 + minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #party #games #fun #music  #food and drinks  
Top programs: 1920s party, Casino party, Wild West Saloon party, Beach/Hawaii 
party… 

 

2) CSI MURDER MYSTERIES -  Joint a team of investigators and solve a murder 

Summary: The guests will become a team of investigators that will interact with a 

group of actors playing the hotel staff and other persons acting as suspects and 

witnesses. This program is fun, intensive and full of surprises as the game progresses. 

We recommend a thematic, 1920 version of the program. 

Key numbers:  90-120 minutes, 20 - 200 people 

Key words: #CSI investigation #collaboration #brain games #adventure #fun 
Top programs: CSI PORTOROŽ, CSI BLED, CSI LJUBLJANA 

 

 

3) ESCAPE ROOMS AND ADVENTURES -  Permanent and mobile escape games  
Summary: Visit our Dragon Temple Escape room in Ljubljana or Escape the barn with 

a group of 80 people. We are world leaders in immersive escape programs for larger 

groups. Our programs are a combination of storytelling, immersive theatre and live-

action-role-playing. We can customize existing programs or design a bespoke escape 

experience with specific puzzles based on products, services, brands and stories.  

Key numbers:  60-90 minutes, 6 - 80 people 

Key words: #escape room #collaboration #fun #brain games #challenges #adventure 
Top programs: Brotherhood of the blue seagull, Escape the barn, Escape from thirst 

 

 

4) LIVE ACTION ROLE PLAYING - Live action games based on characters  
Summary: This is the most demanding game for the participants but also the most 
rewarding. You will pick up a character in a fictional world, try to complete several 
missions and eventually, to survive in a dangerous world of the mafia underworld. 
Larp  - live action role playing is a fully immersive game, with food, drinks, protocol of 
the evening and several non-playing-characters running the show. 

Key numbers:  90-240 minutes, 10 - 150 people 

Key words: #live actin role playing #larp #fun #evening entertainment #challenges 
Top programs: The Grand Speakeasy / The Grand Saloon 

 


